Greenfield Dr 14 Lot Homes (TM 16-02)
Safe Routes to School Summary

Las Animas Elementary- .07 miles away and accessed by walking/biking down Greenfield Dr to Las Animas.

Ascencion Solorsano Middle School- 2.1 miles away accessed in the rear of the project using the bike/ped path that connects to Riverview Creek, left on Riverview Creek, left onto bike/ped path that crosses over Uvas Creek and ends at Luchessa Bridge, cross over Luchessa Bridge, and then connect to the Levee trail to Miller Ave, left on Miller Ave, right onto the bike/ped trail, which connects to the middle school.

Gilroy High School- 1.67 miles away accessed in the rear of the project using the bike/ped path that connects to Riverview Creek, left on Riverview Creek, left onto bike/ped path that crosses over Uvas Creek and ends at Luchessa Bridge, cross over Luchessa Bridge, and then connect to the Levee trail to the backside of Gilroy High School.

Crossing over Luchessa bridge by bike/ped requires use of the shoulder on the left (north) side of bridge which has upright reflectors on it to provide a warning to approaching vehicles, but no protection. We suggest bike riders walk their bikes in this area to cross over Luchessa Bridge to the Levee trail. Luchessa Bridge is increasingly being used as the main route for vehicles, bicycles, and pedestrians as developments in the area grow. It will continue to be a point of conflict.
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